
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur 
Department of Aerospace Engineering 

Mid-Spring Semester Examination, 2012-13 
3rd_yr B.Tech 

Time: 3 hrs. AE31004 : Aircraft Stability and Control lVIarks: 30 

An'~-wer ALL questions and give brief answers. Make liberal use of sketches. 
!I larks: Ql: 1 x 8, Q2: 3 x 3, Q;): 3 + 3+ 2, Q4: 5 

la) What do you understand by the lh) .Justify or refute the statement: 
terms i) static stability in pitch ii) "The neutral point is the acrody-
trim iii) neutral point and iv) namic centre of the aircraft with 
static margin of an aircraft? horizontal tail". 

lb) Write down the expression for the 
lift coefficient of the horizontal 
tail of an aircraft, taking into 
account the influence of the wing 
and the deflection of the elevator. 

lc) With reference to a sketch of the 
forces and moments acting on an 
aircraft, obtain an expression for 
the pitching moment coefficient 
about its centre of mass. 

ld) From the above equation, obtain 
the mathematical condition for 
stability of the aircraft in pitch in 
terms of the static margin. 

lc) Sketch the variation of the pitch
ing moment coefficient about the 
e.g of the aircraft with angle of 
attack. \Vhat condition must Gu,, 
satisfy if the aircraft is to be 
trimmable at a positive angle of 
attacl{7 

If) What controb docs the pilot. usc 
to trim the aircraft in pitch 
through the allowable range of 
angle of attack? 

lg) \Vhy is it necessary to distinguish 
between elevator fixed and· eleva
tor free static stability? How docs 
each of these affect the pilot's 
ability to control the aircraft in 
pitch? 

2a) 

2b) 

An aircraft of mass 6 x 1 03 N has 
a wing loading of 9 x 102 N/m2 If 
it is in straight and level flight at 
80 m/s at sea level, determine i) 
the overall lift coefficient and ii) 
the pitching moment coefficient 
about the centre of rna~s that is 
developed. 

The wing has an aspect ratio of 8. 
The horizontal tail, whose plan
form area is 20% that of the wing, 
has an aspect ratio of 5. If the tail 
arm is 2.5 times the mean chord 
of the wing and the powerlpant 
produces only a small moment 
about the centre of mass, deter
mine the dimensionless distance d 
behind the aerodynamic centre of 
the wing-fuselage combination 
where the stick fixed neutral point 
lies. l\lake any necessary assump
tions and state them. 

2c) A deflection of the elevator of this 
aircraft through 1° cause::; the lift 
coefficient of the horizontal tail to 
change by 0.03. If. at a given 
point of flight, the static margin is 
2d, then determine the angle 
through which the elevator must 
be moved to obtain a change of 
etirspced of 5 m/s. 
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3) A '·~tealth'' target drone con~ists of a fly
ing wmg of ::;pan 2.82nJ, root chord 
0 .. 530m, tip chord O.l77m and leading 
edge sweep 40° The outboard 30% of the 
span is set at an angle of -4° relative to 
the centre portion of the wing. This out
board portion carries a stabilator whose 
chord is 20% of the local wing chord. 

It IS known that: CL" = 4. 06/rad, 
eM,, = 0. 039, CL,, = 0. 370.5/rad, 
CM,, = -0. 4611/rad and the elevator de
flection 1) is limited to: -25° ::; 1)::; +3° for 
this flying wing. 

The aircraft has a turbofan powerplant 
0.15 m below the aircraft e.g. It 
CD = 0.0175 + 0. 0357Ci. 

' = S:_. S br:, (1 + 'J AR · i/ "' =-2 "'· .=-s (~t 

-=' 2c, 1 + >. + >. 2 

c=-~"'---

3 1+>. 

8 1 + 2>. 
y=3~ 

x = ytanA 1_e, :rH' = x + 0. 25f 

whose nozzle centre. line passes 
also has a drag polar 

3a) On a certain ri1ission the aircraft has a static margin 5.0% of c. Determine 
the stabilator deflection needed to trim· it at its minimum drag speed. \Vhat 
are the values of th,e i) lift coefficient, ii) thrusf required and iii) angle of 
attack for straight & level flight then? Assume flight is at sea level and 
remember to account for the pitching moment due to engine thrust. 

3b) l\lission completed, the aircraft is coming in for recovery at sea level by 
arrester net. ·If the wing stalls at a = 20. 4°, determine the stabilator deflec
tion needeq to keep the aircraft trimmed at its slowest speed, assl.!ming the 
e.g. position has not changed. \Vhat is the i) lift coefficient, ii) air speed 
and iii) tl)rust required for straight & level flight? 

3c) l\loments before the aircraft is snagged in the net the powerplant shuts down 
and a parachute of 2 .. 5 m diameter and drag coefficient l.O pops out of the 
rear. Describe the translational and rotational response of the aircraft imme
diately thereafter. Assume the parachute drag line passes close to the e.g. 

4) A fatal aireraft,accident has led to a court case. It· is alleged that "the centre 
of gravity was behind the neutral point and hence the aircraft was unstable." 

You arc called as an expert to explain to the court the meaning and impor
tance of the terms stability, centre of gravity, and neutral point. Your audi
ence is made up of intelligent persons educated· in the humanities and the 
law, but you must assume that they have only a rudimentary knowledge of 
science and mathematics. 

Give your explanation in about 150 words. You arc free to use simple dia
grams by you· must avoid usc of any mathematics and; technical jargon. You 
may not usc even the word moment. Your goal is to clarify. not to impress 
the court wjth your supetior knowledge ,of aeronautical engineering. 
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